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Abstract

An alternative to the currentfiltertest system (Q107)used to
test Sise 4 (500 cubic feet per ●in rated flow) and larger nuclear
grade high ●fficiency particulate air (EEPA) filters ●t DOE Filter
Test Facilities (FTPs) has been dweloped. This new test system,
called the High Flow Alternative Filter Test System (EPATS)C has
undergone ● long-term operational ●valuation ●t the Oak Ridge E?Cl+
(ORPTF) for: 1) comparison between HEPA filter penetration
●easurementsmade with the HPATS and with the Q107; 2) ●ssessment of
the E?ATS’ long-term routine operational performance in the PTF
●nvironment;and 3) determination of the potential operational
impacts of the HPATS on the PTFI$.

Data for the operational evaluation were collected by the Oak
Ridge staff using both test systems. These data were ●nalysed and
interpreted by Los Alamos staff. A total of 849 filters were tested
in the evaluation. The data provided by the H?ATS ●mily

r
rmits

filter penetration to be reported in terms of: 1) penetrat on ●t the
simw of mmximun pawtration; 2) numbar, surface ●rea, or mass
Penetrating or 3) penetration●t 0.3 ~ for reference to !;atorical
data. ltosultsof the penetrationmeasurement comparisonsshow that
tha E?ATS measurements ●t ●pproximately 0.3 pm ●erosol diameter do
not differ siqnifiuantl

I
from the Q107 measurements. Analysis of the

EPATS penetration data ndicatea that for the 100S flow tests maximum
penetration most frequently occurs●t ●n ●erosol diameter of
approxhmtely 0.15 ~ au meamrad by ● lamer ●erosol spectrometer
(LAS). The 0.15 w HPATS namurements ●t 100* test flow were
markedly higher than the correspondingQ107 aaasuremants. These
meawreaents resulted in over 18t of the filtersbeing rejectedby
the EFATS only, compared to no filters baing rejected only by the
Q107 and ●pproximately 0.2t being rejected by both systems.

~work performed at Los Alsmos National Laboratory under the ●uspices
Gf the U. S. Department of’Ihrgy. Interim Waste Operations,
Contract No. W-7405-FJJG-36.
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Investigation of how the HFATS performed over the course of the
study included monitoring of the HFATS diluter performance, the LAS
size calibration, and the upstream count rate. The upstream count
rate is a sensitive indicator of changes in the output of the blower
and the HFATS aerosol generator as well as in the performance of the
H.FATSdiluter and the LAS. Analysis of the ❑onitoring results
indicates that the H.FATSperformed at or above acceptable performance
limits.

Review of information collected on the operational imp~ct the
HFATS had on the FTF indicates that: 1) there is no difference in the
number of filters tested in a day by the two systems; 2) the HFATS
presents certain operational safety advantages over the Q107; 3) the
HFATS is easier to operate than the Q107; and 4) the HFATS may
require less maintenance than the Q107.

The overall conclusion of the operational evaluation is that the
EFATS is capable of performing well in the FTF environment and that
the HFATS offers some important operational advantages relative to
the Q107. Given the results of this study and a technical evaluation
of the EFATS reported elsewhere the authors recommend that the DOE
consider adoption of the HFATS as an approved filter test method.

I. INTRODUCTION

From FY 1981 and continuing through FY 1985, the Airborne Waste
Management Program Office funded the “Filtex Test Facility Support
Laboratory,” (FTFSL) project at Los Alamos to: 1) develop an aerosol
test system suitable for use at the three Filter Test Facilities
(FTPs) as a potential replacement for the current di(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate (DEHP, also known as DOP) test system (Q107) used to test
size 4 and gre~ter nuclear grade high efficiency particulate ●ir
(EEPA) filters and 2) provide technical ●ssistance to the FTFs in
solving technical problemsand answering technical questions which
arose. Completion of the FTFSL project provided recommendations for
changes in the test systems used at the FTFs. One major
recommendation of the FTPSL program was to perform a long-term
operational evaluation of the high flow ●lternative filter test
system (HFATS) which was developed in the program.

In late FY 1985 such a long-term study funded by DOE-Interim
Waste operations (IWO) was initiated at the Oak Ridge F’TF(ORPTF) as
● cooperative effort between the ORFTF and Los Alamos. The overall
objective of the long-term ~tudy was to provide data necessaryto
qualify the HFATS as ● DOE ●pproved test method under the provisions
of the Nuclear Standard NE-F-3-43, which require evidence that r.ew
test syste

V)
●re capable of being “operated ●nd maintained” by FTF

operators. In order to accomplishthis overall objective
certain subordinate objectives were identified. These subordinate
objectives include:

1. Comparison of HEPA filter penetration measurements made
with the HPATS ●nd the Q107 including ●ssessment of the
potential iapacts the HFATS measurements may have on the
FTF filter rejection rates.
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2. Assessment of the HFAI’S’Slong-term, routine performance
in the FTF environment.

3* Determination of the potential impacts of the HFATS on
the FTF’s operation.

The data collection phase of the study began August 15, 1985,
was completed by the end of May 8, 1986. This report presents
results of the study.

Description of Alternative Test System

The HFATS, which is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1, uses a
modified

?9)
in nozzle aerosol generator to provide the filter

challenge. This aerosol generation system is easier to operate
than the Q107 thermal generator, operates well below the flash point
of DEHP, and is expected to produce no decompositionmaterials. This
unit is also less expensive to manufacture than the thermal
generator.

A laser aerosol spectrometer (LAS, Hodel LAS-X-H, Particle
Measuring Systems, Inc., Boulder, Colorado) interfaced with a
microcomputer (Model HP-85B, Hewlett-PackardCo., Corvallis, Or;?qon)
and a Los Alamos fabricated ●erosol diluter are used to perform the
required aerosol measurements in the HFATS. Th\s monitoring syst~?m
combines the function of the Owl and the scattered-lightphotometer

AIR TEST

BLOWEft FtLTER

H

J[
AEROSOL
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GENERATOR AJFFKMIE:L*
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Figure 1. A diagram of tho High Flow Alternative Filter Tast
Sy@te)m.
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in the Q107 system. The monitoring system is capable of measuring
pmetration at a specific size or over a range
aerosol diameter range from ~O.1 w to ~0.4 pm.

~f sizes in the

II. EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

The operational evaluation was a long-term evaluation of the
HFATS under routine operating conditions at a DOE FTF. The general
study plan called for collection of penetration data at the ORFTF on
a set of filters using both the EFATS and the Q107. Simultaneously,
data detailingthe performance and impacts of the HFATS were
collected. The term of the data collection was approximately 9
months.

The HFATS was modified and installed at the ORFTF by Los Alamos
staff prior to the start of the data collection. Modification of the
HPATS was necessary to assure easy operation of the system when it
was adapted to the ORFTF Q107. The major modification was to mount
the HF.4TSaerosol sample transport valves, the HFATS diluter.the LAS
and the HP-85 microcomputer so that they were within arm’s reach of
the Q107’s work station. The EFATS aerosol generator system was
installed between the Q107 blower and the Q107 thermal generator.
Installation of the EPATS also involved performing a series of tests
to insure proper operation. Installation●nd perforwnce testing
required approximately 4 working days.

The operational evaluation data collection entailed making
filter penetration measurements using both the Q107 system and the
EFATS, collection of data on HFATS performance, and collection of
data on the impact of the EFATS on the ?TF operat~on. The procedures
for conducting the study at the FT

$8
ere modeled after those used in

the One-YearLAS ComparisonStudy. ‘ Los Alamos staff trained the
FTF staff in the operation of the HP’ATSand the procedures to be used
in collecting and recording data. The training reguired
●pproximately 3 working days. All data collection and recording was
parformed by ORFTF staff.

The penetration data collected in tho study providod information
on penetration measurements made using the!EPATS relative to those
-de using the Q107 under @xi.stingstandard operating procedures.
Penetration measurements on ● group of filters w~re made first with
th~ WATS ●nd then with thm Q107 system. This measurement order
insured final integrity of the FTF quality ●ssurance (QA)
measurements by precluding any out-of-the-ordinaryhandling of the
filters subsequent to QA ta$sting.

The H?ATS penetration ●easurements were made in 15 sise
int~rvals (bins) over the ●erosol diamet~r rar~gaf~om~O.1 pm to
%004 ~ ~~t

B
the LAS six~ ●oaaureuent corrwted for DEEP index of

refraction. These penetration values war~ automatically stored on
aassette tape by tha UP-85. IThe HFATS-measuredpenetrat on ●t the
0.31 um diameter LAS bin was printed separately by the HP-85 ●nd
recorded manually by the system operator because 0.3 pm diameter is
the traditional refer~nce sise for Q107 ●easurements. The
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penetration data stored on cassette tape permitted examination of
penetration vezsus aerosol size.

A total of 849 filters were tested using both systems during the
operational evaluation. A list of the sizes of filters tested is
given in Table I. The ‘A” designation after a filter size indicates
that filters in this category were tested at a flow above their
rated-flow. Size “4A” filters were size “4” filters (500 cubic feet
per min [CFPl]rated-flow) that were tested at 600 CF#4. Size ‘5AW
filters were size “5” filters (1000 CF14rated-flow) that were tested
at between 1170 CF14and 1400 CFH. Over 85% of the filters tested
were size 5 filters.

In addition to penetration measurements, values of certain
operational parameters for both test systems were recorded. The test
system operator was required to manually record the filter serial
number, the test airflow, and filter airflow resistance for the HFATS
penetration measurements. The upstream particle count rate was
automatically recorded by the HP-85 microcomputer for every filter
test. This parameter is sensitive to changes in the output of the
blower and the HFATS aerosol gene~ator as well au to changes in the
performance of the HFATS diluter and LAS. In addition, this
parameter is printed by the HP-85 at the beginning of each filter
test as an indication to the system operator as to how the HFATS is
performing. At the beginning, of each filter test session the
aerosol size calibration of the LAS was checked using monodisperse
polystyrene microsphere. These data were automatically recorded by
the HP-85 microcomputer. Information from the Q107 test system
measurements that were required for the study was obtained frcm the
FTF “Filter Inspection Reports.”

The FTF staff kept track of the HFAT!5impacts;costs in terms of
manpcxerr supplies, parts, operational difficulties, and
maintenance/repair service. They noted any Q107 equipment or

TABLE I

FILTER SIZES TESTED

ImlmR RATED FLOW 100t TEST FLOW
SIZE TESTED -cFn -CFM

4A* 21 500 600

5 737 1000 1000

5A* 39 1000 1170-1400

6 52 1250 1250

k The “A” ind icat= that filters were tested at flows greater than
their rated-flows.
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operating procedure changes or problems. The total time required to
analyze a group of filters by each penetration measurement technique
was recorded by the FTF staff.

Data recordedby the FTF staff were entered on a standard
logsheet that was provided by Los Alamos. llnexample of this
logsheet is shown in Figure 2. Data in the form of HP-85 data tapes
and copies of logsheets were forwarded to Los Alamos on roughly a
monthly basis. Los Alamos reviewed these data to insure that useful
data were being collected.

LOG PAGE
COMPARISON STUDY OF THE ALTERNATIVE FILTER TEST SYSTEM

Conducted at OR FTF - FY1985/FY19i36

DATE(S): SYSTEM USED:

PURCHASE ORDER NO.:
NUMBER OF FILTERS TESTED:

Item No. thru Item No.
Totalnumber tested:

TIME - Number of man-hours for executing:
Normal routines and procedures -
Non-routine procedures -

COST - (Dollar value of requisitions signed
on above date):

REMARKS : USF AS MUCH SPACE AS NECESSARY
(eg. equipment breakdown, problems with operation of
the ATS or Q 107, or other occurrences that could
affect the data being collected)

..

Operator’s Initials:

CONTACT: Ron Scripsick, Aerosol Science Section
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM B7544 (505) 667-7382

FTS 843-7382

Figure 2. Example of standard logsheet used in the operational
evaluation.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

COMPARISON OF PENETRATIONMEASUREMENTS

HFATS Penetration Measurements

Typical HF’ATSpenetration curves are illustrated in Figure 3.
The 100% flow tests were characterizedby a penetration maximum
occurring at an aerosol diameter <0.2 p which is in agreement with
theoretical evaluations of modern nuclear grade HEPA filter media,
experimental measurements made on flat sheets of nuclear grade HEPA
filter media and experimental measurements made on constru t d
nuclear grade HEPA filters operated at 100% of rated flow.&%8
The 20% flow tests did not displaya maximumpenetrationwithin the
aerosolsize range studied (seeFigure 3) which is contraryt
theoreticalpredictionsand ●easurementson flat sheet media.8,7
Review of the literaturerevealedno independentpenetration
measurementsof constructednucleargrade HEPA filtersoperatedat
20% of rated flow. Evaluationof the performanceof the H.FATS
componentsgave no evidencethat this characteristic●ight be an
artifactof HPA7!Smeasurements. One possibleexplanationfor this
phmmmen n is the presenceof pinholes in the constructed
filters.9 Further investigation is necessary to explain this
penetration behavior of HEPA filters operated at 20t flow.

Penetration Comparisonwith the 0.31~ HFATS Data

Recent theoretical investigationsthat accountfor the Q107
challengebeing polydispersewith a count gecmetricmean diameter
between0.14 pm to 0.18pm suggestbecauseof the photometer response
bias towards largerparticlesthat the Q107 penetrationmeasurements

5

Figure 3. An ●xample of the typical HFATS penetration curves
obtained in the study. The 100t flow teat data are
indicated by the open circle (datapoints and the 20t flow
test data are representedby the closed circle data
points.
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are approximately equal to the penetration at 0.3 pm.3~4 & 8
Because of this finding and the fact that the Q107 measurements have
traditionally been referenced to 0.3 pm, the HFATS penetration
measurements at the 0.31 u bin diameter were compared with the Q107
measurements. This LAS bin was found to be approximately -al to
0.3 pm diameter as measured by the electrosta ic classifier (Hodel
3071, TSI Incorporated,St. Paul, llinnescta).b

The results of the 0.31 um comparison for the 100% flow tests
are shown in Figure 4 and for the 20% tests are shown in Figure 5.
The results are similar for both flow tests. Also, no obvious
difference was observed for the different sizes of filters. Average
differences in penetration are iisted in Table II. For both test
flows the magnitude of the differences is ~0.f)02%.

The number of filter tests where penetration measurements were
above the penetration rejection limit of 0.03% (which to two
significant digits is 0.035t) are listed in Table III. A total of
seven filter tests resulted in both systems measuring penetrations
above the rejection limit. The EFATS measured penetrations above the
rejection limit in three situationswhere the Q107 measured
penetrationswere below the limit. In only one situation did the
Q107 measure a penetration above the rejection limit where the EFA’1’S
measured penetration was below the limit.
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TABLE II

PENE’NWTION DIFFERENCES - 0-31 P TESTS
(HPATS- Q107)

FILTER SIZE

4A

5

!iA

6

AVERAGEDIFFERENCE
loot

-0.002* -0.0004

0.001 -0.0004.—

0.002 0.0002

0.002 0.0008

* Underline indicates significant difference (P <0.05).
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Rejection rates for the 0.31 pm-HFATS comparisons are also
listed in Table III. The combined HFATS rejection rates (HFATS Only

plus both) for all filters tested were ~0.8% which is at the lower
end of the range of rejection rates observed under routine conditions
at the FTFs. The corresponding combined Q107 rates were lower than
the HFATS rates.

TAME 111

PmmRxrIcrJImmmmJS Fm’xm 0.31JmPHmxSmmRISON

100%m
~QaQMtiu—Ei?EL

FnXER NuMRER
AxzLmsm?ws-k KLJL NQ.LJL

4A 21 00 00 00

5 737 00 00 00

5A 39 00 0000

6 52 1 1.9 0 0 2 3.9

20% TESrs
muwwlix QM!uMLY-EYEl

MLuk w-k N!A*

00 00 00

1 0.1 1 0.1 5 0.7

00 00 00

1 1.9 00 00

849 1 0.1 0 0 2 0.2 2 0.2 1 0.1 5 0.6

Penetration Comparison with the 0.15 pm HFATS Data

Another importmt comparison that demonstrates the capability of
the HFATS, is a comparison of HFATS measurements at the maximum
penetration bin with the Q107 measurements. To determine if the bin
in which the maximum penetration occurs is dependent upon the
magnitude of maximum penetration, the maximum penetration bin was
plotted aga~nst maximum penetration for the 100% and the 20% tests
(Figures 6 and 7, respectively). Figure 6 shows that the maximum
penetration occurs in the bin diameter range from approximately
0.1 ~ to approximately 0.2 M over the entire range of -xim~
penetration. No maximum penetration measurement occurred in a bin
larger than the 0.21 ~ bin. This relation between bin diameter and
maximum penetration was independentof penetration. These
conclusions are consistent with the shape of the 100s flow
penetration curve found in Figure 3 which shows a distinct particle
aixe of maximum penetration.

Ttw 20% flow test results presented in Figure 7 show no such
grouping of maximum penetration into a narrow bin diameter range.
The data in Figure 7 appear to be evenly distributed over the entire
range of bin diameters. This finding is also consistent with the
shape of the 20t flow penetration curve found in Figure 3 which
showed penetration to be independent of aerosol size.

The 100* flow data were used to plot the distribution of maximum
penetration aerosol size (see Figure 8). For each of the filter
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sizes studiedand for the total filterpopulatiol~,the maximum
penetrationwas most frequentlyfound in the 0.15 w diameterbin.
This correspondsto ●n electrostaticclassifier measured diamet~r of
approximately 0.17 pm. Table IV lists the number and percenta~e of
filter tests that occurred in the various bins. For each of the
filtersizes and for the total filterpopulation,over 90t of the
maximumpenetration●easurementsoccurredin the 0.13 pm to 0.17 pm
bin diameter range. This rangecorrespondsto an electrostatic
classifier diameter ranqe from approximately0.14 ~ to ●pproximately
0.18~. No maximumpenetrationanalysisof the 20t flow data was
performed because ~hosepenetration data were found to be largely
independentof aerosol sixe.

Results of the comparisons of the 0.15M EFATS data with the
Q107 penetration data are shown in Figures9 and 10. For the 100*
flow data (see Figure 9), in almost every caae the EFATS measurements
●re greater than the Q107 measurements. The resultsof the 20t flow
comparisonshown in Figure 10 are similar to the results of the 0.31
pm-RFATS comparison (see Figure 5) in which little difference was
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observed between the BFATS measurements and the Q107 measurements.
Averag& differences jn penetration are listed in Table V. The
averagedifferencesfor the 100t flow tusts ranged from 0.012t to
0.025% which are much greater than th~ corresponding differences
observedin the 0.31 pm comparison. For the 20t flow tests the
averagedifferenceswere <0.002twhich is similar to the differences
observedin the correspon~ingtests in the 0.31P comparison.

The number of filter tests where penetration measurements were
above the penetration rejection limit i8relisted in Table VI. A
total of five filter tests resultedin both systemsmeaauring
penetrationsabove the rejectionlimit. For the 100% flow testc, the
HFATS measuredpenetration ●bove the rejectionlimit in 156
situationswhere the Q1J7 measuredpenetrationswere below the
limit. For this same set of tests, the Q107 rejectedno filtersthat
were ●ccepted by the EFATS. The number of filtersthat were rejected
by the two systems in the 20t testswas similarto the number of
filters rejected in the corresponding tests of the 0.31 pm comparison
(see Table 111).
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Rejection rates for the 0.15 pm-HFATScomparisonare also listed
in Table VI. The 100t flow “HFATSonly” rejectionrate for all
filters tested was 18t which i.smuch greater tkmn the rejection rates
observed under routine conditions ●t the FTFs. Over 50t of the size
5A and the size 6 filters were rejected by the EFATS in the 100% flow
test. Thirteen per cent of the sise 5 filterswere rejected by the
WATS in this test. The reaainder of the rejection rates listed in
Table VI are at the lower end of the ranqe of rejection rates
observed at the FTF under routine conditions.

EPATS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Diluter Evaluation

A detailed calibration check of the EPATS diluter was performed
at the beginning of the study (August 1985;, once in the middle of
the study (February 1986) ●nd ●t the end of the study (May 1986). A
plot of the dilution ratios measured du~ln these three calibration
cessions is shown in Figure 11.. ?The df.luton ratios at a given
aerosol size were within 10% of one ●nether, This indicatesthat the
dilutercalibrationwas stableduring the 9-month study period.

LAS Sise Calibration Evaluation

Prior to each EFATS test seusionthe sise calibration ef the LAS
was check~d using a 0.22 P manufacturer’s diameter polystyrene
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TABLE V

PENETRATION DIFFERENCES -’o.15Jlm
(EFATS - Q107)

FILTER SIZE

4A

5

5A

6

● Und@rlineindicated significant.differmcem (P <0.0S).

AVERAGE DIPFRRENCE

0.017* -0.0002

00015 -000009.—

0.012 -0.0002

0.025 0.0005
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microsphere suspension (P14S). The results of these calibration
checks throughout the study are presented in Figure 12. Because the
LAS is calibratedby the manufacturerwith polystyrenemicrosphere
no indexof refractioncorrectionwas requiredfor the calibration
checks. The calibration of the LAS was within one bin of the
manufacturer’s diameter in all but one calibration check. A cleaning
of the criticalLAS opticr in February1986 shiftedthe LAS
calibrationfrom a diameterof 0.2 pm back to the PJ4Smanufacturer’s
diameter. The 0.18 pm diametercalibrationcheck in early Hay 1986,
is suspected to be the result a steam excursion during a repair of
the Q107 that dirtied the LAS optics. In this situation, the LAS
reference voltage was below the manufacturer’s recommended limit for
operation. Again, cleaning of the critical optics by FTF personnel
restored the calibration.

,Ultream Count Rate Evaluation

After the upstream count of every filter test the upstream count
rate measured by the LAS was automatically recorded and printed by
the HP-85 microcomputer. As described earlier, this provides the
operator with a continuing frequent indication on how well the HFATS
is performing. Changes in the output of the blower or the HFATS
generator or changes in the performance of the HFATS diluter or the
LAS would affect this count rate. A plot of the measured count rates
over the term of the study is shown in Figure 13. The plot shows no
trend upwards or downwards over the term of the study. In general,
the occasional single measurement changes in count rate were found to
be ~ssociated with blower adjustments to acc-odate the operation of
the QI07. The count rate returned to its norhal magnitude (between
approximately 1400 and 1600 counts/see) when the blower output was
adjusted back to its standard level.. The one sustained drop in count
rate that occurred in early January 1986 was the result of the
operator leaving the blower in the high output position after a QI07
test series. These data indicate that the performance of the HFATS
equipment was stable during the 9-month study. Examination of the
3ata during individualtest sessions shows no distinct general
increase or decrease in the upstream count rate.
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throughout the study.

HFATS IMPACTS ON FTF OPERATION

~om~iaon of Filter Test Rates—..

Records of the time requiredto teat ● filterset were kept by
the OalbRidge test system operator. The tim~ recorded by th~
operator includedthe tast systamstart-uptime as well ●s the time
requiredto test the set of filters. The tins requiredto ~hutdown
the test systemswas not includedin the recordedtime becaune the
t!me of day that testinghad to cease was largelydet~rwtined by the
amunt of time ●t the end of the work day that had to be allocated to
storing the tested filters and recordingfilter test results.

The rate ●t which filtertiwere teatad was calculated by dividing
the recorded time into the number of tilters t~sted. A plot of these
rates over the term of the study in shown in Figure 14. The HFATS
test rates in the initialweeks of tho study increanedfroa ● low of
●pproximately5 filters/hrto a rata of ●lnost 6.5 filters/hr. ‘This
increase is probably rdated to the operatorbecoming familiar with
the study ●nd EFATS operatingprfmedures. The EFATS rates ●~asured
from the beginningof October 1985 throughthe ●nd of the study were
constant~save one casec ●t ● rate just below 6.5 filters/hr. The
Q107 rates shwod some fluctuationearly in the study, but ●gain by
●bout the beginningof Dotober1985 fiheratesbecame uonetant,save
two cases, ●t ● rate of just below 7.5 filters/hr. The high rates
(>7.5 filters/hr)observed in January1986 were found to be
●ssociatedwith filter test session~ that were conductedafter ●
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Figure 14. A plot of the filtertest rates for the HFATS and the
Q107 over the term of the study.

previous test session fox which the test systems had been started.
Consequently,no start-uptime was includedin the high rate
sessiontsrecordedtime.

Even though the rate ●t which the Q107 test filtersis
distinctlygreaterthan the WATS test rate, there was no difference
in the number of filtersthat could be tcstadby either system in a
work day. This conclusioncomes from the fact that the nuaberof
filtersthat can be testedin a day at &he URFTF is largelydependent
on the logisticuof conveyingfiltersto ●nd from the locatienwhere
they are tested ●nd the 0107 cool down time. Filters●re conveyedto
●nd from the test locationby ● batch procese in which a set of
filters is unpacked. placed on a conveyor, and moved to the test
location. After tetiting,they must be conveyodback to the store
room and stord priar to loadingthe next set of filtersfor
testing. Tetitingof two batchesof up to 24 flltcrswith the Q107
required●nou@ of the work day that with the time requiredprior to
the ond of the work day for attending the Q107 during its cool down
(approximately● half hour) there was no more time to load and begin
testing another sot of filters. The same two batchesof filters can
be tested by the EFATS in a day because the shortertime required to
shutdown the EFATS (<5 sin) ●llowed ●ough ●xtra testing time to make
up for the slower rate at which the EFATS tested filters.
Operationally,the main differencein a day of temtingwith the two
systems is that the operatorspendsmore time testing filters with
the WATS ●nd is not available to carry out other duties that the
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individual might be able to do while attending to the Q107 during its
cool down phase.

Certain possibilities exist for increasing the HFATS filter test
rate. First, the series of calibra~ion checks and the extensive data
collection that were conducted in the operational evaluation may not
be necessary for routine FTF operation of the HFATS, The high degree
of stability displayed by the BFATS supports extending the time
between calibration checks. A significant amount of time was
required to automatically store the large amount of data retainedfor
each filter test. This time could be significantlyreducedby using
a faster data storage system and by limiting the amc~untof data
stored. Another way of reducing the time required to test filters
would be to reduce the clearing time between the upstream and
downstream counts and between the 100% flow test and the 20% test. A
valve design that would permit reduction of the required clearance
time

test
that
than

is being investigated.

These recommendationshave the potential of increasing the HFATS
rate to approximately that of the Q107. Eowever, it is unlikely
the EFATS test rate could be increased to a rate rwch higher
the Q107 rate because of the 4 to 5 minutes required by the

EPATS to make the necessary count measurements for a filter test.

HFATS m rational Safety

A major advantage that was attributed by the oak Ridge staff to
the HFATS was that the DEBP odor present when operating the Q107 was
not present during the operation of the EFATS, In addition, a former
Oak Ridge test system operator who had stopped testing filters
because of sensitivity to DEHP odors, was able to test filters with
the EFATS. The Department of Energy has adopted the policy of
limiting workplace expos res to filter test material through the use
of engineering controls.Y The challenge aerosol concentration l~sed
in the EPATS is at leaat an order of magnitude lcxwerthan the Q107
challenge concentration,which ●eans the sourca term for emissions to
the workplace is greatly rednced for the EFAPS relative to the Q107.
The reduced ssurce term is probably at least partially responsible
for Lhe abtienceof odor associated with the R.FATSopexation.
Reduction of the source term represents an appropriate engineering
control for limiting workplace exposuies.

Another major operational safety issue is the potential fire
hazard the Q107 thermal generator presents. Because of the
possibility of fire, Q107 systems ●re fitted with costly fire
suppression equipent. None of the EF’ATScomponents present a safety
problem of this magnitude. The EFATS ~eneratoruses air-operated
jets to produce the challenge aerosol. This ●ethod of ●erosol
productiongreatly reduces the risk of fire.

Operation of the EFATS

The Oak Ridge staff gained several insights into the opezation
of the EFATq in the FTP environment ralative to the operation of the
Q107. A ~J~r difference Jn the systems was the r~lative amunts of
operator attention that they required. Because the Q107 uses a
thermalgeneratorthat heats the test ●erosol material to near its
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flash, once the system is started, it ❑ust be attended to until
approximately a h~lf hour after the cool down phase is initiated in
order to assure that temperature excursions are thwarted.

D~ring actual opezation of the test systems the HFATS required
much less attention and adjustments than did the Q107. Most of the
attention and adjustments required by the Q107 was associated with
maintaining the challenge aerosol particle size and concentration.
The challenge aerosol particle size requirements for the WATS are
less stringent than those for the Q107 because the HFATS particle
size discrimination is performed by the LAS. The output of the HFATS
generator and the performance of the HFATS diluter and the LAS as
indicated by the performance indicators was so stable that close
monitoring by the operator was not needed. The HFATS required almost
no adjustment during the study.

14aintenanceof the HFATS

Direct comparison of the maintenance time required by the test
systems is not completely appropriate becauseof the differing ages
of the system’s components. The EFATS system components, nowever,
were not all new. For example, the LAS used in the study was over
7 years old and used a laser tube that at the beginning of the study
was more than 1 year old. The WATS required less than 2 hours
maintenance during the 9-month operational evaluations which was
associated with cleaning the critical opticsof the LAS. The Q107
aerosol generation system required mere than 2 days maintenance.
Maintenance of the large capacity equipment used to condition high
flow air streams of the Q107 generating system to within very close
tolerances has been a recurring problem at Oak Ridge. Repair of
these conditioning systems has required significant periods of down
time and has been costly.

A concern with the HFATS is the availability of repairs and
replacement parts for the LAS. A possible remedy to this potential
problem is te contract with the LAS manufacturer to maintain a LAS
that would be ready to be shipped to a FTF in the event a replacement
was needed. The time between maintenance periods for the LAS should
be increased according to the LAS manufacturer because the useful
life of the laser tubes has been extended from 1 year to 5 years by
the use of a new glass to metal sealing process. The tube in the LAS
used in the study has lasted over 2 years to-date.

IV. Summary

The comparison of 0.31 pm HFATS penetration measurements and
rejection rates to those of the Q107 indicated that there was not
much difference in the magnitude of the measurements. This indicated
that operation of the EPATS in this mode would not greatlyaffect the
●easurements reported by the FTFs. On the other hand the 0.15 pm
EFATS measurements made at the 100$ test flow were distinctly greater
than the corresponding Q107 measurements. The HFATS provides the
capability of measuring worst case filter penetration and readily
determining penetration in terms of physical factGrs of concern (i.e.
mass, radioactivity, etc.).
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The HFATS demonstrated excellent stability as indicated-by the
diluter evaluation results, the LAS size calibration results and the
upstream count rate results. These data suggest that an extended
calibration check schedule would be appropriate for the EFATS.

The major negative impact that the EFATS appears to have on the
FTF operation is the lower rate at which filters are tested.
~owever, there was no difference in the number of filters that could
be tested by either system in a day. The BFATS exhibited certain
positive effects on the FTF operation. These included potential
reduction in the workplace airborne levels of the test aerosol
material, limiting the fire hazard associated with testing filters,
easier operation and potentially less costly and less frequent
maintenance.

v. Conclusion

The results of this study demonstrate the operability and
maintainability of the HFATS in the FTF environment. The operational
advantagescited above and the technicaladvantagescited elsewhere
demonstratethat the use of the BFATS at the FWs would improvethe
PTF operationand improvethe technicaldefensibilityof the FTF

2 Becauseof thib conclusion,the authorspenetrationmeasurements.
recommendthat the Departmentof Energyconsideradoptionof the
EfFATSas a approvedfilter test systemunder the provisionsof the
NE-F-3-43.Y
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